Allostastic Load and Allostatic Weight: A Literature Review of a Confusing Concept
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Abstract

Allostatic load is a recent emerging concept, related to increase of clinical manifestation of stress. also named allostatic weight, it is a group of symptoms and dysfunction due to an intensive and permanent biological response to environmental and psychological stressors. It is not easy to identify clearly how it’s happened, when it started and during how many times response was higher. In definitive, researchers, patients and even health practitioners; are not currently able to handle this problem. In this review, we discuss about different approaches and definitions of what is an allostatic weight. We also give perspective and suggestion of what should be the next research in this context.
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Introduction

In medicine and clinical sciences like psychology, the results of the biological analyses are considered normal when they are in a specific range considered as healthy by convention. That means, individual general state is stable and deprived of the glycemia when it lies between 4 and 6 mmol/L. Same logic is valid for the blood-pressure is regarded as normal if it is located under 130/90 mmHg. And which will be noxious for him in the short or medium term. It is important to realize that the tools used for these examinations and diagnoses, just like those humans interpreting the results issuing from this equipment, are thus not infallible.

This logic is true for any measurement of constant or precise quantitative information such as the blood pressure, the body index of mass or the cholesterol level. It is even more true when they are data which one cannot measure but can estimate precisely. We talk about concepts, paradigms or idea; without other values than those given to them by the individuals who measure them or undergo them. Among these concepts, one speaks about socio-economic status, faith or about allostatic load. There is also the fact that certain measurements have meaning only if they are combined with others. For example, measurements of DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone) inform us about the estimated level of stress, when they are associated with the cortisol rate. If the rate of each of the two hormones is above normal limits, it is agreed that the stress is dangerous and should be controlled and treated. That remains a quantification of an estimation, that of a confused concept. In the present narrative review, the concept of weight allostatic is approached and demystified, followed by recommendations and the future perspective that; research brings to us on the subject.

Literature Review

Allostatic load

Recently, medical sciences like psychiatry, psychology and neurology; tried to describe and identify what it is known now as allostatic load [1-3]. Recently, progress was realized in the study of the processes, as well psychodynamic as biological, underlying the human adaptation to the experiment of the stressing environment [4-6]. Moreover, specificities of the psychopathological answers to stress and their optimal pharmacological assumption of responsibility remain badly elucidated. In addition, these last year’s saw significant advances in the comprehension of the biological mechanisms and consequences of the stress for the brain, his skills and his homeostasis [7-9]. Whereas homeostasis is conceived as the maintenance of biological variables in fluctuation margins narrow; allostasy can be defined by the capacity to maintain stability through the change [10,11]. In this context, the excessive or deregulated activity of systems allostatic (adaptive) produced noxious effects for the brain (reduction of the neurogenesis, deterioration of the process of programed death cellular, dendritic connection) and for the organization
(increase in the cardiovascular risk) [12-17]. These harmful effects of the cumulative stress were defined as the allostatic load or the cost inflicted at the organization for the maintenance of stability. The allostatic load is a concept referring all negative consequences of the stress on the organization which accumulates with time. The stress increases cortisol level (the main hormone involves in stress) which starts a cascade of adaptive internal events, during a short period [1,18-20]. If the period become too long, the stress is chronic and leads to a negative adaptive answer with consequences on several systems of the human body (cardiovascular, neuroendocrine, inflammatory, metabolic) [8,21,22]. Besides lying out with several chronic diseases, these consequences would also have as a result to decrease the capacity of the organization gradually to answer the stress adequately. Our organization could maintain a stable basal state compared an environment which changes constantly. For example, the body temperature, the quantity of oxygen transmitted to the brain or the pH of fabrics must remain inside certain quite precise parameters. Regarding the blood pH, for example, it must be maintained between 7.35 and 7.45. If these values change too much, we will die. We named homeostasis this innate capacity to maintain a state interior stable. Some other systems of the body operate in parameters much broader. For example, heart rate, the breathing and quantity of energy stored in the form of grease.

If the homeostasis term indicates the processes which make it possible the various systems of our organization to remain in balance, allostasis refers to the mechanisms ensuring stability at the physiological level with lasting stress. The biological answer of stress carries the organization of the mammal which we are with more vigilance, a better capacity to fight or flee, which supposes a short-term pressure on certain systems. Some of the latter function then temporarily apart from the standards considered as healthy or approach the higher limit of these standards. When this reaction continues, the regulation of the blood-pressure, the glycemia, cholesterol, as many other functions are affected [19,23-25]. The English weight or load allostatic indicates the consequences of this phenomenon of biological adaptation to the stress which continues. It is to some extent the weight of the biological consequences which one must support when one badly succeeds in solving a situation of stress which, because of this absence of resolution in time. However, this allostatic concept of weight also comes to put flat on the conclusions which one can draw from the current medical analyses. It stipulates that the fact that a result of analysis is in the standards does not mean that any danger is isolated. All depends on the results which some could show other measurements which, so must be made. Even if the blood-pressure, cholesterol, the glycemia, the triglycerides and the abdominal fat are normal, subject stay in danger if most of biological evaluation are within the higher limits of normality [6,24,26,27]. The danger is even larger if, month after month, we noticed an increase towards the higher limit. The whole of these measurements can exhibit an evil that each one, taken separately, could not indicate [28].

When many indicators approach the higher limit the standards, “You do not have anything, it is the stress” becomes “You do not have yet only one can name disease, but your organization is seriously putting out of order itself and disability is come from there”. Here are which changes gives it considerably regarding the need for a preventive action to undertake! Let us note that this disability could as much appear in the form of an infarction that under that of a depression.

**Allostatic weight**

The diseases related to the stress are clearly in this category of diseases at multiple symptoms which, analyzed separately, show only seldom the imminence of a disability [13,29-32]. From where importance “to make the turn” of the symptoms and to consider the whole of the pressure which the body withstands rather than only one or the other of the symptoms whose intensity would prove to be indicating of pathology. The more so as the allostatic concept of weight will bring a preventive intervention or other curative that which only aims at replacing a symptom in the standards. It will aim at decreasing the stress at the base of the whole of the symptoms whose width shows that a broad disordered state is in place and risk to cause an important disability [33,34].

The action which targets a precise symptom is not obvious to prescribe; however, the relative success to make move back a symptom or another act only seldom overall of the disordered state which generated it and can even occult this unit. For example, the catch of statins will be able to make move back cholesterol, but it will not act on tiredness, insomnia, the headaches, the loss of the love of life and many the other symptoms which are present when the stress does not finish any more lasting [35]. The chronic stress activates the peripheral nervous system, neuro-endocrinal, and increases the risk of cardiovascular disease [36,37]. The chronic stimulation of the hypothalamo-hypophyseal-surrenalien axis can involve an imbalance of the anabolic-catabolic hormones. This situation leads to an excessive storage of visceral grease and an increase in resistance to insulin, leading to the prediabetic condition. The allostatic load is also the secondary result of a stressing environment [38,39]. The comprehension of these mechanisms and their cardio-metabolic effects must push us to reflect on the management of the chronic diseases. To reduce this load, one of the tools available to medicine is the therapeutic accompaniment. This one can be maintained by therapeutic education and source knowledge [40]. For example, usage of an antidepressant often has this effect to relieve the anxious or depressive symptoms somewhat; but it does not defuse that seldom the bomb with a delaying-action which can explain these symptoms when it is the case—it be with-to say when they are the consequence of a durable situation of stress, a situation which allows neither true rest nor serenity [28].

With the number of the touched functions, one finds the regulation emotional, the motivation, the perception and the interpretation of the events, the intellectual abilities, the increase in certain behaviors of compensation, the relational life as well as mood.
Roughly speaking, the emotional life becomes more intense and less controllable: irritability, anger, change of mood, unhappiness, frustration, suicidal behaviour. One is constantly worried, even obsessed by what stresses us, one makes more dramas with triviums, one develops a rather negative attitude towards more and more of things [41-43]. One loses enthusiasm and the motivation, one does the things by obligation, without pleasure, true interest. One is never again serene. One compensates by eating more sugar-fat-salt, while smoking more or by taking more alcohol or of coffee, one is more with the race, one as much as possible flees all that one can flee. One has difficulty concentrating, one is inattentive, one forgets full of things, one finds too complicated, one has obsessions [41-43]. One loses the taste to see people, one is more intolerant, one flees the close relations, the libido decreases. There is the feeling to be at the end of the roller, one does not know more with which values to hang up again itself, one has a feeling of a vacuum, one feels that something in oneself is broken, one feels disconnected from the life. Once again, each one of these symptoms is only seldom in itself an indication of disease or disordered state [44].

In the body, the chronic stress will touch all, of cholesterol to insomnia via the digestive system, the muscular tensions, the immune system and the balls in the throat or the stomach. If the symptoms can vary from one person to another, the fact that there is much remains a constant. A tiredness which never disappears also remains a relatively universal symptom.

If one or the other of these symptoms can prove source of sharp suffering, it is the significance of the unit which will bring us to the only relevant solutions: those which will make it possible to solve the difficulties at the base of the stress, which produces the biological reaction which is translated and appears by all these symptoms.

Discussion

One can advantageously transpose this allostatic concept of weight in the field of the psychological symptoms. A situation of tension which lengthens unduly brings without any doubt a kind of formed psychological imbalance by symptoms which, considered separately, are not inevitably except standard and about never constitute indices valid to consult in psychiatry or neurology [40,45,46]. But the period which precedes and led to exhaustion and subsequent disability is punctuated of appearance and increase in signs in rupture with the usual operation of the touched person.

Rather than natural behavior or elements of the usual character of the person, these symptoms derive from an overload related to the need that it feels to find a go out with the situation with which it composes badly; they will disappear when the problem is solved, and that the life will be become again normal. Or, if the situation continues beyond the capacities of the body to support the most physical weight allostatic related to the chronic stress, they will have to expect the rest related to inevitable disability to reabsorb. It is only at this time to release taken obligatory which the mechanisms of homeostasis will take again of the service to give again with

the body its balance. Let us note on the way that the physical distinction/psychological rest here a way of speaking. It is shown indeed more and more that the hormones associated with the chronic stress affect the operation of the brain directly, increasing the work of the emotional brain, which work inhibits at least a little and sometimes much that of the cognitive surfaces [47-49]. From a practical point of view, one will have already easily noted that it is not when one swims in intense emotions which one takes the most intelligent decisions!

On the level as of organizations, one also knows that the periods when all must go quickly and where emotion is intense are often those where regrettable decisions are made. When the body bathes in the hormones of stress, the capacities of the body to call brain are affected. The mental health is not business only of psychology, intelligence or will.

Future Perspectives

At this level of literature, allostatic load remains a confusing concept which is not understood by scientific community. We just raised interest in his symptoms and consequences, which are already studied in several area and disciplines. Like a retrospective study, it is possible to look in the past and try to exhibit how and when allostatic load started. It may be possible that what it is known as depression and anxiety, despite of obvious metabolic and hormonal dysregulation unrevealed recently; another manifestation of allostatic load.

Recommendations

Clinical investigations

• The cortisol is not enough to measure the allostatic load. A simultaneous measurement of mood disorders, sleep disorders, self-esteem and standards biological features like blood pressure and hematocrit; will certainly help prevents an allostatic load.

Control and follow-up

• This combination of tests should be made regularly, every three months; to ensure an appropriate evaluation of the general state. It may also help epidemiologist to draw a picture of an allostatic load.

Definition of concept

• A clear definition or at least a common approach of what is an allostatic load may help, clinicians, researchers, general population and caregivers; to well-educated themselves. It will also lead to some better guidelines to recognize and heal, symptoms and consequences induced by a permanent state of stress.
Use of internet and social media

- People should be educated more with advertising through social media and free advertising inside video games, mobile games or kids programs on television. Even if a physical recognition of allostatic load is hard, at least a self-education about how reduce sources of stress; may help prevention of side effects.

Conclusion

Although there is too little loss to actively occupy itself to rectify the situation-carrying stress, one would be wrong to believe that necessarily will cure us of our stomach-aches. The medical investigations remain a choice of first order when the body suffers, and it is known that the more one disease is detected early, the less it is likely to gain ground. Let us react in a convenient time, do not let the symptoms worsen.

But if we are told that one has nothing whereas one feels to crack of everywhere, there are great risks which one ends up falling sick from something which is not yet despicable for which does not consider the allostatic concept of weight. When one sees the signs accumulating at home, in a close relation or a colleague, it is important to look on the side of the stress. It is rare that one will not find an imbalance of life important. Let us endeavor to find a better balance. Our body will be able to give us an account of it.
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